
India v Windies double centurions        by Hemical

Featuring the ten batsmen (one three times) who have scored double centuries in India v West Indies Tests
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Across

1 Is able to greet (by 
telephone) scorer of 256 
in 1958-9 (6)

4 Sea raids destroyed 
scorer of 212 in 1971 
(8)

10 Look narrowly at 
cruise ships for 
cosmetics (9)

11 Flows change back 
before going south (5)

12 In a state of 
agitation, time one had a 
short sleep (4)

13 Carefully avoid 
female apparel with 
curves (5,5)

15 Scorer of 250 in 
1979 gets taxi back to 
church with you and me 
(7)

16 Relax holding quiet 
Irish whiskey, perhaps 
(6)

19 Award for champion 
- it hurts! (6)

21 Rainbows maybe 
woven in carpets (7)

23 Everyone has arrived 
carrying silver -  it's 
very fashionable (3,3,4)

25 Note about alien 
cheese (4)

27 Line inside boundary 
is white powder (5)

28 Planet's labour bank 
(9)

29 Communist groups 
which circulate oxygen 
(3,5)

30 User of garden tool 

takes in work for scorer 
of 233 in 2002 (6)

Down

1 Preserve labels to 
gather regular 
intelligence (4,4)

2 Intricate chintzes have 
a point for German 
philosopher (9)

3 Biting account this 
person would shortly 
support (4)

5 Declares Australian 
pressure is rising (7)

6 Resolved to frighten 
off setter's dog, initally 
(10)

7 Dancing Hindus drop 

off note for scorer of 
201 in 1997 (5)

8 Popular team have a 
sort of edge (6)

9 Scorer of 207 in 1953 
goes round the outskirts 
of Karlsruhe (6)

14 Noble steed perhaps 
not as good when taking 
a blow, what? (5,5)

17 Where you don't 
want a fly facing a 
difficult situation (2,3,4)

18 Silver goes up as 
vark is spread around by 
scorer of 205, 220 and 
236* (8)

20 Scorer of 237 in 
1953 healthy crossing 
golden river (7)

21 Almost a star, 
Kirsten's very sweet (6)

22 Force iron into 
container for scorer of 
212 in 2006 (6)

24 Though back in 
comedy, Ollie was 
scorer of 242* in 1975 
(5)

26 Duck greeting duck 
on American river (4)


